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OpenText Keyfile Document Management Software
Overview
Keyfile document management software has
always offered the ultimate in document tracking,
content management, version control, and more.
Our Keyfile product lets you handle many
different forms of information: paper, fax, e-mail,
word processor files, scanned photographs - even
voice and video - all within the same document.
Furthermore, Keyfile Workspace, integrated with
Tower Software's TRIM Captura product, has
been certified by the Joint Interoperability Test
Command (JITC) to meet the U.S. Department of
Defence Standard 5015.2!

Keyfile Workspace
The Keyfile Workspace client allows users access
to and sharing of their Keyfile objects.
They can still work in a manner similar to the
"Classic" Keyfile Desktop in that they have a
clearly defined document management work area,
organised and maintained separately from the rest
of their Windows Desktop.
Keyfile's Extranet Service enables secure
document publishing to business partners across
the Internet.
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Choosing a document management system that best fits your organisation is extremely complex in todays
ever-changing business environment, there are new technologies emerging all the time. If you are an existing
Keyfile customer knowing what to do with the Keyfile proprietary database can be a challenge:
Maintaining it as a legacy system can be expensive. Migrating to a new system can be both time consuming and
expensive. At Mission Critical we can offer a solution.
File360 is a merger of existing and robust technologies; OpenText File360 and Opentext Keyfile. Combining
these technologies provides a powerful, intuitive, and scalable document management system that enables
your organisation to rapidly capture, index, store, share, and protect your critical business documents,
regardless of the application used to create them and without the need to migrate from the existing Keyfile
database.
Please talk to us about our services to provide your business with an export path.

